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Executive Summary

Technology in this era became embedded in the everyday life, and it played a major role in
making the world a better place for humanity. Many human beings suffer from paralysis and are
unable to walk and to move freely, which is why wheelchairs exist and nowadays, they became
motor driven in order to improve the freedom of movement and reduce the amount of physical
effort needed to mobilize.
Smart Collision Avoidant Wheelchair (S.C.A.W.) is a project aiming to add more automated
safety measures in order to render the use of motor-driven wheelchairs more easy and more
effective adding an automated smart obstacle and collision avoidance along with the ability to
control the system wirelessly and safely thanks to the various emergency systems included
ensuring that the user is always safe and informing relatives or care-workers in case an
emergency occurs.
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Introduction

The advancement of technology broke all the barriers and made almost everything possible,
clearing the way in front of new ideas and unlimited achievements. Harnessing this advancement
and utilizing it for the ultimate goal of serving humanity is the ultimatum that every engineer
seeks and tries to achieve and it is made possible thanks to the invention of microprocessors,
CPUs and the unlimited amounts and types of different sensors.
The target population of the Smart Collision Avoidant Wheelchair or S.C.A.W. is the disabled
persons who are unable to mobilize easily which could affect their lifestyle and their freedom
and might lead them to need the intervention of another party in their everyday life.
With S.C.A.W., the need of a third party is reduced by far offering the user the freedom they
need but keeping them and their well-being safe and only needing a third party in the event of a
major emergency.
S.C.A.W. detects the surrounding environment and acts accordingly adapting with any changes
in order to ensure that the user is able to navigate safely omitting any risk as much as possible by
avoiding all kinds of obstacles and assisting the user in traversing doors and other passages or
corridors.
Some additions and changes were made to the original brief during the project design after
having the consent from the team members and the supervisor. Changes such as adding a
gyroscope to detect the angle of the wheelchair (in order to detect falls) and adding ultrasonic
sensors along with the IR sensors contributed in improving the safety and to cover more
emergency scenarios and to reduce any system errors.
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Design and Technical Approach

As per the specifications, S.C.A.W. is a wirelessly driven system which includes obstacle
sensing and avoidance using an array of sensors detecting the distance between the wheelchair
and any near obstacle and allowing the user to navigate safely removing any risk of collision. In
the event where an obstacle is sensed, the system would take the necessary measures to avoid
any collision ensuring the user is safe and risk-free. In addition to obstacle avoidance, S.C.A.W.
includes door traversal which enables the user to traverse any door safely by informing him/her
if the door traversal is possible or not and providing a safe traversal omitting the risk of collision
while traversing the door. In addition to the previous, the system includes an emergency message
dispatcher which informs the emergency contact when the emergency notification is triggered.
The message would provide a full assistance to the emergency contact with the help of the GPS
location traced and provided in the emergency message, allowing the emergency contact to
easily calculate the best route leading to the wheelchair.
Being classified as a Critical System, S.C.A.W. is bound to provide the most accurate location
possibly detected and to dispatch the message which should be guaranteed to be fully functional
without any risk of failure.
The design approach was originally limited due to the project budget being limited to 80GBP,
neither buying an electric wheelchair nor fabricating one was an available option, which is why
the electric wheelchair was downscaled into a small buggy rover with 2 servo motors and a PCB
Controller which connected the microcontroller to the sensors etc.
After serious tests and prototyping, many changes were added to the original design, one main
change was the replacement of the Arduino Development Board with embedded ATMEGA328
with Duemilanove Bootloader. This decision was a very successful one as it saved much space in
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the design and a large amount of money from the budget as the ATMEGA328 only requires a
crystal, 2x22uF capacitors and a push button for the reset. It makes the system more robust and
reduced the space needed for the PCB.

Figure 1: ATMEGA328 + crystal + capacitors

In addition to the ATMEGA, an MPU-6050 gyroscope accelerometer was added to improve the
emergency detection allowing the system to detect if the wheelchair was bended by more than 60
degrees which reflects the fact that the wheelchair would be falling and this will trigger the
message dispatch.

Figure 2: MPU-6050 Gyroscope Accelerometer

SIM900L was also included as a replacement to the SMS HTTP API as the API requires an
internet connection which is not a guaranteed connectivity, so the SIM900L enables the system
to benefit from the use of the SIM Card’s GSM connectivity to dispatch the emergency message
via SMS which originally should contain the Longitude and Latitude of the location where the
wheelchair fell. This was replaced with the Google Maps API, so the system will dispatch an
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SMS containing a link, once pushed, it will launch Google Maps and shows where the
wheelchair is located enabling the emergency contact to benefit from the GPS guidance in order
to reach the wheelchair’s fall location using the shortest possible path.

Figure 3: SIM800L

Figure 4: U-Blox GPS Module

Due to the fact that the rover is using servo motors, motor controllers were removed as they
occupy more space and they require 3 pins from the Arduino each. Servo motors are easily
controlled using PWM pins so there would be no need for the motor controllers in this case.
Obstacle sensing was ensured using ultrasonic sensors which dispatch and ultrasonic sound and
detects the time needed for the wave to reflect back which is used to calculate the distance of the
obstacle. This will cover the 2 sides (left and right) of the wheelchair and the back side for the
reverse driving. In addition to the ultrasonic sensors, 3 x IR sensors were included to detect the
door on the sides of the wheelchair and one in the middle which detects if there is a wall or any
obstacle facing the wheelchair.
As a replacement to the XBee communication, NRF24L01 2.4 GHZ transceivers were used as
they provide a wider and faster means of communication (up to 2 Mbps with a wide range of
around 100m).
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Figure 5: NRF24L01 2.4 Ghz Transceiver

As for the controller, in addition to the embedded ATMEGA328, an OLED screen was added to
provide a clear and easy-to-read feedback showing the battery levels for the controller and the
wheelchair, and showing if there is a door detected (or any obstacle detected by the IR sensors)
along with any obstacle detected by the ultrasonic sensors.
The OLED’s addition was very successful and it was programmed to process all the data
obtained by the NRF24L01.

Figure 6: 0.96' IIC OLED Screen

As a simple warning/attention tool, a regular buzzer was added to the circuit and it emits a
“buzz” whenever the user’s attention is needed.
In addition to the buzzer, control buttons were replaced by a joystick in order to allow better and
easier control over the wheelchair making it an easy to drive platform with accurate control over
its every function.

Figure 7: Joystick
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Finally, in order to communicate with the PC when the PC version controller is to be used, a very
important and accurate change was made. An FTDI USB to Serial unit was added. Once
connected, the entire functionality of the controller will be stopped and it will be limited in just
sending and receiving data to and from the wheelchair. The FTDI serves as a USB plug which
should be used in order to hand the control over to the PC version of the controller.

Figure 8: FT232RL USB to Serial Breakout

The new design approach allows better performance and accuracy in the environment sensing
and emergency avoidance and notification. The system can now function on its own without the
risk of having any disconnection (apart from the controller) and to ensure that the emergency
dispatcher is always intact, all the components which participate in the emergency detection and
notification process were separated from the main microcontroller and added to another
microcontroller names SLAVE.
SLAVE gathers all the data needed and processes it in order to dispatch an SMS with the content
as explained before, and it transmits a notification to the controller through MASTER via the
additional TX/RX ports created using SoftwareSerial library in Arduino.
Moving to the PC software side, the initial approach was to design a JAVA server which
processes all the data sent by any peripheral through a TCP connection (Computer, Tablet,
Smartwatch etc.) and dispatches the order to the wheelchair, and this was considered an
expansion. But due to the fact that one team member left the university and the other decided not
to show up to any of the meetings and to miss all the implementation meetings, the group was
forced not to proceed with the expansion and to stick with a simple LabVIEW Graphical User
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Interface (GUI) instead. The GUI is a virtual version of the controller and dispatches commands
using the FTDI which will transfer the data received using the USB cable through the
NRF24L01 which will transmit the data and receive any data to and from the ATMEGA328
located on the wheelchair.
The changes made to the initial plan were implemented in order to make the wheelchair safer and
more aware of its surroundings. It also omits the risk of having a disconnected connection (if the
API approach was still to be adopted.
As for the controller, it is now much easier to be controlled and it allows a better knowledge of
the status of the project and easier control and manipulation.
Deliverables:
-

Microcontroller-PIN spreadsheet: Shows how the ATMEGAs and the pins are connected (Appendix A)

-

Circuit Schematics showing the initial pre-PCB design using PADS Logic (Appendix B)

-

PCB Design showing the final PCB as it is printed (Appendix C)

-

Populated PCB images (Appendix D)

-

Overall Project images (Appendix E)

-

Test Cases – Obstacle Sensing images (Appendix F)

-

Test Cases – Emergency reporting (Appendix G)

-

Graphical User Interface (GUI) screenshot (Appendix H)

-

Some of the code used in the logic (Full code will be provided in the individual report) (Appendix I)

Project Management
The group’s main responsibilities were to brainstorm, design, implement and test the project.
After the completion of the previous tasks, the group had to prepare all the needed deliverables
and reports as per the regulations, complying with the course rules and IET/IEEE standards.
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Project Leader Jihad DIB took care of arranging weekly team meetings and monthly meetings
with the supervisor (some of them were replaced by weekly reports via email).
Team members were notified on their calendar and via email (agenda was included).
Due to the fact that one team member left the university at the beginning and of the year and the
other one skipping all meetings after the specifications submission, not participating in any
design, implementation or reporting tasks and not answering to the emails sent by the supervisor
and the project leader, the team was down to 2 members only and the project leader had to take
necessary actions in order to ensure that the project is not affected and the deadlines are met:
Change the responsibilities of each of the 2 attending team members:
o Jihad DIB:
▪

Design of the circuit diagram (Conceptual design + mapping pins)

▪

Making all the purchase requisitions

▪

Testing the components (ATMEGAs, SIM Module, GPS Module, Wireless Transceivers,
Sensors etc.)

▪

Programming the microcontrollers and ensuring that the logic is bug-free and that all the
components are functioning properly

▪

Encoding the messaging protocol of the system (What is transmitted between each
component and wirelessly)

▪

Prototyping (Creating and testing a prototype on breadboards)

▪

Testing and debugging the prototypes

▪

Adding some extra upgrades to the system (Gyroscope, SIM Module etc.)

▪

PCB Design (PADS design)

▪

PCB Implementation (Printing and drilling the PCB)

▪

PCB Population (Soldering all the components)

▪

Testing the PCB and overall circuit

▪

Designing and 3D printing the wheelchair
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▪

Assembling the main components of the project

o Raihan Fahirurazi:
▪

Testing the IR sensors and calibrating their sensing range

▪

Testing the Ultrasonic sensors and understanding their functionality

▪

Preparing a conceptual design of the GUI

▪

Implementing the design of the GUI

▪

Preparing the block diagram of the GUI

▪

Testing the GUI

This change affected the overall project life and added more tasks to the members which forced
the team leader to drop the expansion idea of using a TCP server and an online web-app GUI
allowing the wheelchair to be controlled via the internet when a connection is available.
Prioritizing became a must and priority was given to improving the emergency detection system
and emergency message dispatch which is why this part was upgraded with the addition of the
gyroscope and the SIM800l along with the GPS Module.
Table 1: GANTT Chart
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Group meetings were held on a weekly basis during the first term, but after the third team
member skipping all of them, the team leader decided to replace the weekly meetings by weekly
online conferences and daily after-class meetings and discussions. This method allowed better
time-management and daily tracking of each step. It also allowed the team members to
compensate for the time loss caused by the fact that extra tasks were added to their originals
tasks.
Table 2: Cost Breakdown Table

Name

Supplier

Description

3

7.95

Net
price
per unit
(£)
actual
7.95

1

9.05

8.14

8.14

12

1.21

1.45

17.40

Servo Robot Platform

1

9.95

11.94

9.95

Amazon

USB to Serial Converter

1

5.19

5.19

ATMEGA328

Amazon

ATMEGA328
With
Arduino
Duemilanove
Bootloader

3

3.70

11.10

HC-SR04

Amazon

1

1.198

5.99

SIM800L

Amazon

ultrasonic
Sensor
for
Arduino 5pcs DC 5V HCSR04 Module Distance
Measuring Transducer
SIM800L GPRS Transfer
Board Micro SIM GSM
Core TTL Port Module for
Arduino

1

4.11

4.11

UNO
R3
ATMEGA328P
GYNEO6MV2
HSDL-9100021 SMD

Amazon

Arduino UNO Board

Amazon

GPS Module for
Arduino
Proximity Sensor

Rapid 2WD

Rapid
Education

FT232RL

Rapid
Electronics

Quantity

the
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Net price
per unit
(£)
estimated

Total
price
per
unit (£)

Comment

23.85

Omitted
Changed
Supplier
Delivery
Charge
Added –
Should
not have
been
ordered
Delivery
Charge
Added
Added
(Was not
considered
before)
Added
(Was not
considered
before)
Added
(Was not
considered
before)
Added
(Was not
considered
before)

MPU-6050

Amazon

MPU-6050 6DOF 3 Axis
Gyroscope+Accelerometer
Module for MCU DIY

1

1.51

1.51

Joystick

Amazon

PS2
Biaxial
Joystick Control

Button

2

1.09

12.18

MSP420

Amazon

1

6.75

6.75

NRF24L01

Amazon

0.96" Inch Yellow Blue
I2C IIC OLED LCD
Module Serial 128X64
LED Display for Arduino
51 MSP420 STIM32 SCR
Professional NRF24L01
2.4GHz Antenna Wireless
Transceiver Module

5

1.018

5.09

TE174

Amazon

5

0.798

3.99

XBEE2MWS2

Hobby
Tronics

Obstacle
Avoidance
Sensor Module Infrared
Reflection Photoelectric
TE174
XBee communication unit

2

15.32

30.64

Total (£) 72.08

81.40

Added
(Was not
considered
before)
Added
(Was not
considered
before) –
Ordered 1
as a spare
Added
(Was not
considered
before)
Added
(Was not
considered
before)
Added
(Was not
considered
before)
Omitted

Comments: The Rapid Electronics proximity sensors were ordered before the change of plan and
they were surface mounted so they were replaced with the TE174 ordered from Amazon as they
were more accurate and easier to install, this is the reason why the project went over-budget by
1.40£. Without them, the budget for the entire project would be 64£ as the team leader chose the
components carefully making sure that the price was the lowest and that the delivery charges
were avoided when possible (in all the Amazon Orders made).
Another significant change was the replacement of the XBee communication with the NRF24 as
it was extremely cheaper and provided better range, this helped saving 25.55£ in addition to
12.75£ saved by using ATMEGA328 instead of Arduino Development Boards.
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Conclusions
Even though the team was down to two members only, and that the team leader had to take over
one of the team member’s main tasks (PCB design, implementation, population and testing +
general assembly and overall testing). The changes in the design approach and in the timing and
task distribution which was decided by the team member allowed the team to meet the objectives
and specifications and to go beyond them by adding the extra emergency sensing and message
dispatch, in addition to the extra components added and used in the project.
The project is complete, but more extensive testing can be done and some extra additions to the
logic and firmware will be added in order to make the sensing and avoidance procedure smooth
and extensively accurate with redundant results in order to ensure that no errors would occur in
addition to some upgrades that will be added to the GUI to make it more robust and to cover
more test cases and more functionalities.
This project has definitely a wide commercial potential as care homes and healthcare facilities
can surely profit from this system adding more security and safety to their residents suffering
from motor function disabilities or who are at high risk of falling. The system allows them to
wirelessly drive the resident’s wheelchair and/or the resident can drive the wheelchair on his/her
own without any risk of collision, and without the fear of falling without anyone knowing as the
system would immediately dispatch the distress signal.
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Appendix A

Table 2: Microcontroller - PIN connections
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Appendix B

Figure 9: Controller PADS Schematic Design
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Figure 10: Motherboard PADS Schematic Design
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Appendix C

Figure 11: Controller PCB Design
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Figure 12: Motherboard PCB Design

Appendix D

Figure 13: Populated PCB Image
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Appendix E

Figure 14: Overall Project Images
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Appendix F

Figure 15: Test Case - Obstacle Sensing

Appendix G

Figure 16: Test Cases - Emergency Reporting (SMS)
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Figure 17: Test Cases - Location Tracking

Appendix H

Figure 18: GUI Design
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Figure 19: GUI Block Diagram

Appendix I
Some of the main parts of the Logic for the SLAVE Microprocessor (Sensing a fall and dispatching the distress signal containing the location):
//Written by Ahmet Burkay KIRNIK
//TR_CapaFenLisesi
//Measure Angle with a MPU-6050(GY-521)

#include <TinyGPS++.h>
#include<Wire.h>
#include <SoftwareSerial.h>
//SIM800 TX is connected to Arduino D8
#define SIM800_TX_PIN 11
//SIM800 RX is connected to Arduino D7
#define SIM800_RX_PIN 10
#define TRIGFRONT 5
#define TRIGPBACK 8
#define SLAVE_RX_PIN 6
#define SLAVE_TX_PIN 7
#define GPS_TX 3
#define GPS_RX 4
//For testing purposes (in order to force loops to run only once, add count<1 in the parameters then increment it)
int count=0;

static const uint32_t GPSBaud = 9600;
SoftwareSerial serialGPS(GPS_RX,GPS_TX);
TinyGPSPlus gps;
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SoftwareSerial serialSLAVE(SLAVE_RX_PIN,SLAVE_TX_PIN);
//Create software serial object to communicate with SIM800
SoftwareSerial serialSIM800(SIM800_TX_PIN,SIM800_RX_PIN);
const int MPU_addr=0x68;
double AcX,AcY,AcZ,Tmp,GyX,GyY,GyZ; //These will be the raw data from the MPU6050.
uint32_t timer; //it's a timer, saved as a big-ass unsigned int. We use it to save times from the "micros()" command and subtract the present time
in microseconds from the time stored in timer to calculate the time for each loop.
double x, y; //These are the angles in the complementary filter
#define degconvert 57.2957786 //there are like 57 degrees in a radian.
bool send=false;
char latitude[10];
char longitude[10];
void setup(){
serialGPS.begin(9600);
pinMode(TRIGFRONT, OUTPUT); // Sets the trigPin as an Output
pinMode(TRIGBACK, OUTPUT); // Sets the trigPin as an Output

pinMode(SLAVE_RX_PIN, INPUT);
pinMode(SLAVE_TX_PIN, OUTPUT);
pinMode(GPS_RX, INPUT);
pinMode(GPS_TX, OUTPUT);
serialSLAVE.begin(19200);
// Testing:
pinMode(12, INPUT);
// pinMode(A0,INPUT);
// pinMode(A1,INPUT);
// pinMode(A2,INPUT);
Wire.begin();
Wire.beginTransmission(MPU_addr);
Wire.write(0x6B);
Wire.write(0);
Wire.endTransmission(true);
Serial.begin(115200);
serialSIM800.begin(9600);
delay(1000);
//Set SMS format to ASCII
serialSIM800.write("AT+CMGF=1\r\n");
delay(1000);
Serial.println("Setup Complete!");

//Send new SMS command and message number
serialSIM800.write("AT+CMGS=\"07423844491\"\r\n");
delay(2000);
}

void sendSMS(char latitude[], char longitude[]){

char toSend[] = "EMERGENCY at http://maps.google.com/?q=";
char temp[22];
size_t destination_size = strlen (longitude);
strncpy(temp, longitude, destination_size);
temp[destination_size - 1] = '\0';
concat(temp, ",");
concat(temp,latitude);
concat(toSend,temp);
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//Send SMS content
serialSIM800.write(toSend);
// For testing purposes (to ensure the right content is sent as SMS):
// Serial.println(toSend);
delay(1000);
// SMS DISPATCH:
//Send Ctrl+Z / ESC to denote SMS message is complete
serialSIM800.write((char)26);
delay(1000);
Serial.println("SMS Sent!");

}
void concat(char s1[], char s2[]) {
int i, j;
i = strlen(s1);
for (j = 0; s2[j] != '\0'; i++, j++) {
s1[i] = s2[j];
}
s1[i] = '\0';
}

void getGPSCoordinates(){
serialGPS.listen();
while (serialGPS.available() > 0){
if (gps.encode(serialGPS.read()))
{ validateGPS();}
}
//
// if (millis() > 5000 && gps.charsProcessed() < 10)
// {
// Serial.println(F("No GPS detected: check wiring."));
// while(true);
// }
}

void validateGPS()
{
// Serial.print(F("Location: "));
if (gps.location.isValid())
{
dtostrf(gps.location.lat(),9, 6, latitude);
dtostrf(gps.location.lng(),9, 6, longitude);

//Ensuere that no empty spaces are added in the GPS link.
if(longitude[0]==' '){longitude[0]='0';}
if(latitude[0]==' '){latitude[0]='0';}

}
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// else
// {
// Serial.print(F("INVALID"));
// }
}

void loop(){
getGPSCoordinates();

digitalWrite(TRIGFRONT, LOW);
digitalWrite(TRIGBACK, LOW);
delayMicroseconds(2);
// Sets the trigPin on HIGH state for 10 micro seconds
digitalWrite(TRIGFRONT, HIGH);
digitalWrite(TRIGBACK, HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(10);
digitalWrite(TRIGFRONT, LOW);
digitalWrite(TRIGBACK, LOW);

char messageSlave[]="x";

Wire.beginTransmission(MPU_addr);
Wire.write(0x3B);
Wire.endTransmission(false);
Wire.requestFrom(MPU_addr,14,true);
AcX=Wire.read()<<8|Wire.read(); // 0x3B (ACCEL_XOUT_H) & 0x3C (ACCEL_XOUT_L)
AcY=Wire.read()<<8|Wire.read(); // 0x3D (ACCEL_YOUT_H) & 0x3E (ACCEL_YOUT_L)
AcZ=Wire.read()<<8|Wire.read(); // 0x3F (ACCEL_ZOUT_H) & 0x40 (ACCEL_ZOUT_L)
Tmp=Wire.read()<<8|Wire.read(); // 0x41 (TEMP_OUT_H) & 0x42 (TEMP_OUT_L)
GyX=Wire.read()<<8|Wire.read(); // 0x43 (GYRO_XOUT_H) & 0x44 (GYRO_XOUT_L)
GyY=Wire.read()<<8|Wire.read(); // 0x45 (GYRO_YOUT_H) & 0x46 (GYRO_YOUT_L)
GyZ=Wire.read()<<8|Wire.read(); // 0x47 (GYRO_ZOUT_H) & 0x48 (GYRO_ZOUT_L)
double dt = (double)(micros() - timer) / 1000000; //This line does three things: 1) stops the timer, 2)converts the timer's output to seconds from
microseconds, 3)casts the value as a double saved to "dt".
timer = micros(); //start the timer again so that we can calculate the next dt.
//the next two lines calculate the orientation of the accelerometer relative to the earth and convert the output of atan2 from radians to degrees
//We will use this data to correct any cumulative errors in the orientation that the gyroscope develops.
double roll = atan2(AcY, AcZ)*degconvert;
double pitch = atan2(-AcX, AcZ)*degconvert;
double gyroXrate = GyX/131.0;
double gyroYrate = GyY/131.0;
//THE COMPLEMENTARY FILTER
//This filter calculates the angle based MOSTLY on integrating the angular velocity to an angular displacement.
//dt, recall, is the time between gathering data from the MPU6050. We'll pretend that the
//angular velocity has remained constant over the time dt, and multiply angular velocity by
//time to get displacement.
//The filter then adds a small correcting factor from the accelerometer ("roll" or "pitch"), so the gyroscope knows which way is down.
x = 0.99 * (x + gyroXrate * dt) + 0.01 * roll; // Calculate the angle using a Complimentary filter
y = 0.99 * (y + gyroYrate * dt) + 0.01 * pitch;

// To test the emergency SMS dispatch without the need of bending the board (without the accelerometer):
//while(send==false && (x>=60 || y>=60 || x<=-60 || y<=-60|| digitalRead(12)==1) && count<1){
while(send==false && (x>=60 || y>=60 || x<=-60 || y<=-60)){
messageSlave[0]='E';
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send=true;
getGPSCoordinates();
sendSMS(longitude,latitude);
count++;
}
if(send==true){messageSlave[0]='E';}
if(x<=10 && y<=10 && x>=-10 && y>=-10){
send=false;
}

//if(messageSlave[0]=='E' || messageSlave[1]=='1' || messageSlave[2]=='1' || messageSlave[3]=='1' )
if(messageSlave[0]=='E')
{
serialSLAVE.write(messageSlave);
delay(20);
//Serial.println(messageSlave);
}

}
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